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Abstract This document provides a user's guide for the Acro software library. The



acro - From Greek akros, at the point, end, or top.

acro - A generic term for warblers of t8e genus Acrocephalus, usually refering to t8e
sedge and/or reed warblers. The sedge warbler is a small, quite plump, warbler wit8 a
striking broad creamy stripe above its eye, and greyish brown legs. It is brown above
wit8 blackis8 streaks and creamy white underneath. It spends summers in the UK
and winters in Africa, sout8 of t8e Sahara Desert. Its song is a noisy, rambling warble
compared to the more rhythmic song of the reed warbler.

acro - A Common Repository for Optimizers





programming solvers. Two publicly available linear programming solvers are integrated into Acro:
SOPLEX and CLP (which is included in COIN). ThempPCx parallel linear programming solver
is also being developed at Sandia (this is currently not part of Acro).
PICO has been integrated with the GLPK



Figure 1: An illustration of inter-package dependencies within Acro.

1. 3po - A library of third party optimizers that are publicly available.

2. CMO - An example of the use of the MW software for parallel master-worker. This is not a
core Acro package, an7 thus it will be reconstituted shortly.

3. COIN - A subset of the COIN optimization repository that includes linear an7 integer pro-
gramming interfaces for a variety of third-party software projects. This package uses the Acro
con�gure/make�le's, since COIN does not have a su�ciently �exible con�gure/build process.
See http://www.coin-or.org for further information on this software.

4. SOPLEX





to checkout Acro from the account janedoe@software.sandia.gov.
The Acro CVS repository is organized into di�erent modules that include di�erent subsets of the

Acro packages:

• acro - The Acro repository with all software packages and an integerated con�guration facility
that builds them

• acro-coliny - The Acro repository with the Coliny software package and all packages that it
depends on

• acro-pico - The Acro repository with the PICO software package and all packages that it
depends on

3.2 On(y)e Resources



4 Installation

4.1 Standard UNIX Installation

After the Acro software has been downloaded, it must be con�gured for building on speci�c hosts
for speci�c target platforms. Installation on UNIX systems is performed by the following steps:

1. If you have an archive, unpack it as follows





3. RANLIB (utilib/src/ranlib)
RANLIB License(p. ??)
academic, commercial

4. COIN and CLP
Common Public License(p. ??)
academic, commercial

5. SOPLEX
ZIB Academice License(p. ??)
academic

6. ampl









TFLOP OS (service) iCC v4.4.0 tflop

Cplant Compute OS c++ cplant

Cplant Service OS g++ cplant

PC Windows (Cygwin) g++ cygwin

Mac OSX (Darwin) g++ darwin

HP HP-UX 10.20 CC hpux

The last column shows the con�guration target used to con�gure Make�les for each of these systems.
The standard con�gure and build process described in Section Installation(p. 8) works on almost

all of these platforms. A noteable exception are cougar builds, which generate executables for the
ASCI Red compute nodes. These builds need to performed with a cross-compiler. For example,
when building on sasn100.sandia.gov, you would con�gure as follows:

./configure --site=sasn100 --target=cougar
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